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HEBREW: CAMEL (3) –Letter ‘Gimel’
GIMEL
The third Hebrew letter ‘Gimel’ is pictured at right.
The Hebrew picture for Gimel is a Camel.
The Camel is a figure in the Bible that is associated with spiritual
people, such as elders. The Camel was revered because it could
travel for long distances in the desert. The Camel is a type of the
Christian because when we believe a stream of living water
wells up from within our soul to supply us in our travels on Earth.
If we add up the value of the blue squares (see Appendix) for Gimel we
get a total of 26 = 2 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9. The spiritual meaning of 26 is
“Gospel”, which is precisely what Christians believe.
Looking at the figure for Gimel in the 3-Square (see Appendix) we see:


The #8 square for ‘Curse’ is empty: No curse for Christians!



The #6 square for ‘Egypt’ is empty: No slavery – we are free!



The #4 square for ‘Babylon’ is empty: We detest worldliness



The #5 square for ‘Holy Land’ is full: We possess the Promise!



The #5 square for ‘Grace’ is full: We receive Grace!



The #2 square for ‘Blessing’ is full: We are truly blessed!

Now, looking prophetically at the four corners of the Earth we see:


The #1 square for Europe is empty – they will be Atheist!



The #3 square for Americas is full – lots of Christians



The squares for Asia and Africa are full of Christians as well

To the right we picture the Great Seal of the United States of America.
It is in the shape of an Eagle, with the head facing west. America is
located west of the Holy Land. The face of the Eagle is in the position
of the right hand of the blessing in heaven. As Jacob prophesied

It would seem quite unusual to
picture an Eagle with its feet set
apart like the Gimel figure, unless
each claw was grasping a blessing:
in the left claw the blessing of
agricultural plenty and in the right
claw the blessing of military
strength. Above is the Cloud of
God’s heavenly protection.
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concerning Joseph: “the Almighty blesses you with blessings of heaven above [lots of Christian
believers]” (Gen. 50:25) and “Let all these rest on Joseph, on the brow of the prince among his
brothers”. To know more on America in prophecy please read our paper “Ephraim” in the Desert
Camp section of 4.0 PROPHECY on our site.
Let’s look at the hidden meaning in Gimel. If we add up the numbers of the stones that are not
covered by the blue squares of Gimel the sum total is 19 = 1 + 4 + 6 + 8. The spiritual number 19
means ‘Faith’!
The meaning of the blue squares of Gimel is ‘Gospel’ (26). The hidden meaning of the uncovered stones
is ‘Faith’ (19). So the spiritual numbers of Gimel are clearly identifying the persons in this spiritual
character as Christians: people who have believed the gospel, the good news about Jesus Christ.
The Christian is identified as the fish, the animal who breaths while he swims in the water. This type is
both in prophecy and in the symbols of the Christian faith throughout history:

The picture of Gimel also points to the birthday of the Christian church: Pentecost. On the day of
Pentecost the Holy Spirit was poured out among the early Jewish believers. In the very first message
ever preached in the Christian church Peter explained what was happening on the day of Pentecost to
the onlookers:
“In the last days, God says, I will pour out my Spirit on all people [over all the Earth];
Your sons and daughters will prophesy, your young men will see visions, your old men will dream
dreams. Even on my servants, I will pour out my Spirit n those days, and they will prophesy.”
“And everyone who calls on the name of the LORD will be saved.” (Acts 2:17-21)
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Look back at the Hebrew letter Gimel. The character Gimel looks like water being poured out from
above and spreading out across the Earth!
READING HEBREW
So far we have three Hebrew letters under our belt: Aleph, Beth, and Gimel. What we want to show
you is not only do the individual Hebrew letters have meanings but when you put them together they
form new meanings. A word is composed of letters. The combination of letters into a word gives a
new meaning.
In Western thinking letters are simply there to produce a combination of sounds. In Hebrew the letters
are the component meanings which when put together form a new deeper meaning. Hebrew letters
are special because they form a language that speaks God’s Truth.
The letters in Hebrew also represent numbers for counting, so Aleph is 1, Beth is 2, and Gimel is 3.
And as everyone knows who has been reading our papers the numbers themselves have spiritual
meanings, for example the number 2 means “Divide” or “Break Apart”. So, if Beth is the character for
2 in Hebrew then Beth in its numerical meaning gives us the message “Break Apart”.
So far in the Hebrew alphabet we have three letters: Aleph, Beth, Gimel.
Let’s put those meanings together: “OX” “HOUSE” “CAMEL”. Or we could express them another way
by using the numerical meaning of Beth: OX DIVIDE CAMEL
Who is the Ox? The Mighty One: Jesus. What does it mean to ‘Divide the Ox’? It means to sacrifice it.
What does ‘Ox Divided’ or ‘Christ crucified’ produce? Camel. Christians. Spirit filled people.
So even in the first three letters of the Hebrew alphabet we have the foundation doctrine of God’s
Truth. Not Christian truth – as if there are two kinds of truth. It is God’s truth, given to the faithful
men of God in the Hebrew ethnic line who preserved it. Through the Spirit we know the meaning.
A word is simply a sequence of letters. The technique we have just described of looking at the
meaning of the individual letters each in its order to understand the word works for all words in
Hebrew. But remember Hebrew is read from right to left.
The Hebrew letters speak truth not just as knowledge or facts. It also speaks of truth prophetically.
The spiritual number 3 means “Truth” or “God”. It has a strong connection to the Holy Spirit: the third
person in the Trinity. The third Hebrew character Gimel stands for Christians: People who are filled
with the Holy Spirit. At Pentecost the Holy Spirit was poured out from above, and the first believers
became spirit filled – they became Christians.
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Thus we see this prophetic truth in the letters: OX DIVIDED (Christ Crucified) leads to GIMEL (pouring
out of the Holy Spirit).
APPENDIX – GOD’S TRUTH SQUARE
The Truth-Square is a set of blocks or stones arranged in a 3 x 3 square. The spiritual number 3 means
‘God’ and ‘Truth’. The number 9 = 3 x 3 means God’s (3) Truth (3): ‘Judgment’ (9). The LORD is “Judge
of all the Earth” (Gen. 18:25).
In the Truth-Square we see the four corners of the Earth, each one in the direction it belongs relative
to the Holy Land: Europe is North; Americas are West, Africa is South, and Asia is East. (Note: The
North side of the 3-square is not a corner, that is why the North must appear in the North-East
quadrant of the 3-square). The four corners of the Earth also correspond to the fathers of all peoples.
Japheth is the father of Europeans. Noah is the spiritual father of Americas.

NOAH
(Americas)

BLESSING

JAPHETH
(Europe)

EGYPT
(Slavery)

HOLY LAND
(Israel)

BABYLON
(City of Cain)

HAM
(Africa)

CURSE

SHEM
(Asia)

The Holy Land (5) also stands for Israel the people God called to dwell there and it stands for Messiah
who was born there and will rule there. God put a Blessing (2) and a Curse (8) before Israel. To the
east is Babylon (4), which also signifies Kingdom or World Rule. To the west is Egypt (6), which is the
land of Slavery and Bondage. Shem (7) can also mean Name, and Ham (9) can also mean Burnt.
Each stone in the Truth-Square also signifies a number: 1 to 9. Of course, numbers have their own
spiritual meanings. For more information on that, please see the Number Maps on our site.
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